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Abstract —The IEEE 802.16j standard is defined to enhance WiMAX networks with relay capacity. Under the transparent mode, existing
studies only target at improving network throughput by increasing the transmission rates of mobile stations (MSs) and maximizing concurrent
transmissions. However, using a higher transmission rate or allowing more concurrent transmissions could harm MSs in terms of their energy
consumption, especially when they are battery-powered. In this paper, we consider the energy-conserved resource allocation problem in the
uplink direction of an IEEE 802.16j network under the transparent mode. This problem asks how to arrange the frame usage with satisfying
MSs’ demands as the constraint and minimizing their total energy consumption as the objective. We prove this problem to be NP-complete
and develop two energy-efficient heuristics, called demand-first allocation (DFA) and energy-first allocation (EFA) schemes. These heuristics
employ a gradient-like search method to approximate the optimal solution. Specifically, DFA tries to satisfy MSs’ demands first by using as
less frame space as possible. Then, with the remaining frame space, DFA tries to save MSs’ energy by lowering their transmission rates
or adjusting their transmission paths. Viewed from a different perspective, EFA first allocates the frame space to MSs to consume the least
energy. Since the total allocation may exceed the frame space, EFA then exploits spatial reuse and rate adjustment to pack all demands into
one frame. Simulation results show that our heuristics can approximate the ideal performance bounds and save up to 90% of MSs’ energy as
compared to existing results.

Index Terms —broadband wireless network, energy conservation, IEEE 802.16j, resource management, transparent relay, WiMAX.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE IEEE 802.16 standard is proposed to support broad-
band wireless access in the emerging 4G systems. The

physical layer employs the OFDMA (orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiple access) technique, where a base station (BS) can
communicate with multiple mobile stations (MSs) simultane-
ously through a set of orthogonal channels. A typical operation
of 802.16 is the PMP (point-to-multi-point) mode [1]. Recently,
to overcome the coverage hole, shadow, and NLOS (non-
line-of-sight) limitations, the 802.16j extension [2] is proposed
by adding relay stations (RSs). It has been proved in [3]–[5]
that MSs can enjoy higher throughput and/or lower energy
consumption with the help of RSs. The standard defines two
types of RSs. An RS is called transparent if MSs are not aware of
its existence. Otherwise, it is non-transparent. Transparent RSs
are considered easier to implement than non-transparent ones
since they do not need to manage the resources for MSs [6].

In this paper, we consider the uplink communications in
an IEEE 802.16j network with only transparent RSs (which is
called a transparent-relay network). Given the traffic demand of
each MS per frame, we consider an energy and resource allo-
cation problem with satisfying MSs’ demands as the constraint
and minimizing their total energy consumption as the objec-
tive. Minimizing energy consumption of MSs is critical since
they are usually battery-powered. By adaptively adjusting the
transmission rates of MSs and exploiting the RSs to relay data,
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we could reduce MSs’ energy consumption. Note that when
the network is working under a non-saturated condition, there
may remain more unused frame space. In this case, we can
exploit these unused space to help further reduce the energy
consumption. This will be discussed in Section 3.1.

In the literature, several studies [7]–[10] evaluate the net-
work capacity of an IEEE 802.16j network. References [11]–
[14] address the placement of RSs to improve the network per-
formance. References [15]–[17] discuss the selection of RSs to
enhance the network capacity. For transparent-relay networks,
[18] shows how to leverage channel diversity and concurrent
transmissions to increase network throughput. Reference [19]
suggests reusing frequency and placing RSs in an irregular
manner to improve network throughput. In [20], a Markov
decision process is used for admission control and a chance-
constrained assignment scheme is proposed to minimize the
number of RSs required and to maximize their rates. An iso-
lation band around each RS cluster is adopted in [21] to allow
more frequency reuse between RSs and the BS. Reference [22]
adopts a minimal coloring approach to maximize downlink
capacity while reducing the difference among MSs’ rates. The
above studies all aim at improving network capacity but do not
consider the energy conserving of MSs. A solution of multiple-
choice knapsack problem is exploited in [23] to reduce the
energy consumption of MSs, but it considers the PMP mode
and does not exploit RSs to help save MSs’ energy.

As can be seen, existing works have not well addressed the
energy conservation issue in IEEE 802.16j networks. We try to
minimize MSs’ energy consumptions subject to satisfying their
traffic demands in each frame by selecting proper paths, rates
(in terms of modulation and coding schemes, or MCSs in short),
and spatial reuse. We show this problem to be NP-complete
and propose two energy-efficient heuristics, called demand-first
allocation (DFA) and energy-first allocation (EFA) schemes. These
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two schemes try to find the suboptimal solutions by exploiting
the gradient-like search. The rationale of DFA is to first find
a feasible solution which uses the minimal frame space as
the start point. This implies that MSs will transmit at their
maximum power levels. Then, DFA tries to lower down their
total energy consumption by exploiting the free frame space.
On the other hand, EFA first relaxes the frame space constraint
to start from a low energy solution where each MS transmits
at a lower rate with no concurrent transmission. However,
this may not meet all MSs’ demands. Therefore, EFA tries to
increase their rate/powers to pack all demands into one frame.
Both DFA and EFA have an iterative process to gradually
improve their solutions to approximate the optimal one.

Major contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, this is
the first work addressing the energy and resource optimization
issue in an IEEE 802.16j transparent-relay network. In addition,
we reveal that there are three key factors jointly affecting the
performance of energy conservation. They are MSs’ MCSs,
uplink paths, and concurrent transmissions. We also added
experiments and discussions to show the energy consumption
and resource usage are exchangeable by operating the three
factors. Second, we prove such an energy-conserved problem
to be NP-complete by reducing it to the multiple choice knapsack
problem. Then, we design two heuristics, DFA and EFA, to
allocate resource for each MS. The idea is similar to the gradient
search process [24]. DFA and EFA first find the least space cost
and least energy consumption solutions, respectively, and then
exploit the gradient-like search method to make the initial
solutions quickly approaching the optimal salutation. Third,
we conduct two ideal bounds, demand satisfaction ratio upper
bound and energy consumption lower bound, to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed schemes. Extensive simulations
show that our heuristics can approximate the ideal bounds and
save up to 90% of MSs’ energy as compared to existing results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries
are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents our energy-efficient
heuristics. Simulation results are given in Section 4. Conclu-
sions are drawn in Section 5.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Network Model

In an 802.16j transparent-relay network, there is one BS sup-
porting multiple MSs, as shown in Fig. 1. The coverage range
of the BS is defined as the reachable area when the lowest
MCS (such as QPSK1/2) and the largest power are used.
Inside the coverage range, RSs are deployed to help relay data
between MSs and the BS. An MS can send its data to the BS
either directly or indirectly through an RS. However, there
are no communication links between two RSs and two MSs.
Therefore, the network is a two-level tree with the BS as the
root and MSs as the leaves. The standard defines two types of
links for uplink communications. A link is called an access link
if it connects an MS; otherwise, it is called a relay link. Fig. 1
shows some examples.

The network resource is divided into frames, where a frame
is a two-dimensional (subchannel × time slot) array. Each
frame is further divided into a downlink subframe and an uplink
subframe. We show the uplink subframe in Fig. 2. It is divided
into an access zone and a relay zone, which are designed for
access links and relay links, respectively. The access zone is
further divided into an MS-BS region and an MS-RS region.
For convenience, the relay zone is also called the RS-BS region.

BSRS 1

RS 2

RS 3

MS 1

MS 2

MS 3

MS 4

MS 5
access link

relay link BS s  signal coverage 
,

Fig. 1: The uplink communications of an 802.16j transparent-relay network.
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Fig. 2: The structure of the uplink subframe.

TABLE 1: MCSs supported by IEEE 802.16j.
MCS scheme rate(MCSk) δ(MCSk)
MCS1 QPSK 1/2 48 bits/slot 6 dBm
MCS2 QPSK 3/4 72 bits/slot 8.5 dBm
MCS3 16QAM 1/2 96 bits/slot 11.5 dBm
MCS4 16QAM 3/4 144 bits/slot 15 dBm
MCS5 64QAM 2/3 192 bits/slot 19 dBm
MCS6 64QAM 3/4 216 bits/slot 21 dBm

Note that these regions have no overlap with each other.
However, their sizes can be changed frame by frame.

In this work, we adopt the PUSC (partial usage of subchannel)
mode, which is very suitable for mobile applications [25]. Under
the PUSC mode, bursts are the basic resource allocation units,
where a burst is a sequence of slots arranged in a row-wise
manner, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that a burst may cross
multiple subchannels. The transmission powers and rates of
MSs and RSs are adjustable. However, the transmission rate of
an MS within one burst should be fixed. The BS is responsible
for allocating bursts for MSs and RSs. In MS-BS and RS-
BS regions, since the BS is the only receiver, no two bursts
can overlap. In the MS-RS region, however, spatial reuse is
allowed.

2.2 Energy Cost Model

Table 1 shows the available MCSs in IEEE 802.16j and their
rates and required SINRs, denoted by rate(·) and δ(·), re-
spectively. Let di be the number of bits to be transmitted
by MSi in a frame. If MSi adopts MCSk, then it requires
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Ti =
⌈

di

rate(MCSk)

⌉
slots to transmit its data. So, the energy cost

of MSi is Ei = Ti × Pi, where Pi is the required transmission
power (in mW). Suppose that there are n MSs to be served.
The total energy cost is

Etotal =
n∑

i=1

Ei.

The transmission power Pi is modeled as follows. Consider
any receiver j (which can be any RS or the BS). With power Pi,
the received signal power at receiver j is

P̃ (i, j) =
Gi ·Gj · Pi

L(i, j)
, (1)

where Gi and Gj are the antenna gains at MSi and receiver j,
respectively, and L(i, j) is the path loss from MSi to receiver
j. Here, we adopt the SUI (Stanford university interim) path loss
model [26] to calculate L(i, j), which is recommended by the
802.16j task group. So, the SINR (in dBm) perceived by receiver
j is

SINR(i, j) = 10 · log10

(
P̃ (i, j)

B ·No + I(i, j)

)
, (2)

where B is the effective channel bandwidth (in Hz), No is the
thermal noise level, and I(i, j) is the interference caused by
other transmitters, which is evaluated by

I(i, j) =
∑

l 6=i

P̃ (l, j).

MSi’s data can be correctly decoded by receiver j if

SINR(i, j) ≥ δ(MCSk). (3)

By integrating Eqs. 1 and 2 into Eq. (3), the minimum power
required for MSi to reach receiver j using MCSk is

Pi ≥
10

δ(MCSk)

10 (B ·No + I(i, j)) · L(i, j)

Gi ·Gj
. (4)

2.3 Problem Definition

We are given an 802.16j network containing one BS, m RSs,
and n MSs. Each MSi, i = 1..n, has a maximum transmission
power of PMAX

i (mW per subchannel) and has an uplink
traffic demand of di bits per frame granted by the traffic man-
agement of the BS1. We assume that MSs may move around
within the BS’s signal coverage, but the relative distances
among BS, RSs, and MSs can be estimated2, from which we
can construct the network topology G = (V, E), where V is
the node set and E is the communication link set. A path on G
can be either a direct link from an MS to the BS or a link from
an MS to an RS and then to the BS. An uplink frame has h
subchannels and U time units. Bursts in the MS-RS region can
overlap with each other so as to exploit spatial reuse. However,
bursts in the MS-BS and RS-BS regions cannot overlap. If there
is a burst allocated in the MS-RS region, a “matching” burst
must be allocated in the RS-BS region to relay the former data.
For example, in Fig. 2, since an MS1-RS1 burst is allocated in
the MS-RS region, there must be a corresponding RS1-BS burst

1. Here, we assume that the BS has a traffic scheduler and admission
controller to manage MSs’ demands according to their QoS requirements.

2. The relative distances between MS and RSs/BS can be estimated
periodically by RSs and the BS through some existing techniques such
as evaluating the received signal strength (RSS) [27], [28].

allocated in the RS-BS region. However, the sizes of these two
bursts may not be the same because they may use different
MCSs.

Let R be the set of all possible paths on G. The energy-
conserved resource allocation (ERA) problem asks how to find
a set of transmission paths Rp ⊆ R and the correspond-
ing MCSs, bursts, and transmission powers for MSs under
h × w frame space constraint such that the total energy
cost Etotal is minimized. Specifically, we denote by si =
(RSJ(i),MCSK(i), Pi) the transmission schedule of MSi in a
frame, where J(i) = 0..m and K(i) = 1..6. For ease of
presentation, we use RS0 as a special case to represent the
BS. So, when J(i) = 0, it means that MSi transmits to the BS
directly using MCSK(i) with power Pi; otherwise, it means that
MSi transmits to RSJ(i) using MCSK(i) with power Pi and then
RSJ(i) relays the data to the BS using the best possible MCS.
In either case, Pi has to be bounded between the minimum
required power and PMAX

i , i.e.,

10
δ(MCSK(i))

10 (B ·No + I(i, J(i))) · L(i, J(i))

Gi ·GJ(i)
≤ Pi ≤ PMAX

i .

(5)

In addition, we use T = {τ1, τ2, .., τG} to denote the set of
transmission groups in a frame. Each τℓ ∈ T is a transmission
group consisting of either one MS-BS transmission schedule or
multiple MS-RS transmission schedules. When there are multi-
ple schedules in τℓ, it means that MSs therein can concurrently
transmit to RSs with overlapping (however, the corresponding
RS-BS transmissions cannot overlap with each other). Let Bℓ

be the binary indicator such that Bℓ = 1 if τℓ contains a single
MS-BS transmission and Bℓ = 0 otherwise. Assume that sa is
a transmission schedule in group τℓ. Then, the total number of
slots required by the transmission group τℓ is expressed by

Stot(τℓ) =





⌈
da

rate(MCSK(a))

⌉
, if Bℓ = 1,

Sg(τℓ) +
∑

∀sa∈τℓ

⌈
da

rate(MCS
K̂(a)

)

⌉
, if Bℓ = 0.

In the case of Bℓ = 1, it is the required slots in the MS-BS
region. In the case of Bℓ = 0, it is the required slots in the
MS-RS plus those in the RS-BS region. Here, MCSK̂(a) is the
best feasible MCS level for RSJ(a) to relay MSa’s data to the
BS. Sg(τℓ) is the maximum of the burst sizes required by all
MSs in τℓ in the MS-RS region:

Sg(τℓ) = max
∀sa∈τℓ

{⌈
da

rate(MCSK(a))

⌉}
.

Note that we use function max since bursts are overlapped
with each other. Because the total required slots of all trans-
mission schedules cannot exceed the frame space, we have

∑

τℓ∈T

Stot(τℓ) ≤ h× w. (6)

The goal of the ERA problem is to minimize the total energy
consumption of all MSs:

min
si,i=1..n

Etotal =
∑

i=1..n

Ti · Pi =
∑

i=1..n

⌈
di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
· Pi,

by calculating the transmission schedule si for each MSi and
group τℓ that si belongs to, under the power constraint in
Eq. (5) and the frame space constraint in Eq. (6).

Theorem 1. The ERA problem is NP-complete.
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Proof: To simplify the proof, we consider the case of
no spatial reuse in the MS-RS region and each MS has only
one fixed transmission power. So, the MCS and burst(s) of
each path is unique. Thus, the energy cost of an MS on each
path is uniquely determined. Then, we formulate the resource
allocation problem as a decision problem: Energy-conserved
resource allocation decision (ERAD) problem: Given the network
topology G and the demand of each MS, we ask whether or not
there exists a path set Rp on G such that all MSs can use the
total amount of energy cost Q to satisfy their demands. Then,
we show ERAD problem is NP-complete.

We first show that the ERAD problem belongs to NP.
Given a problem instance and a solution containing the path
set, it can be verified whether or not the solution is valid in
polynomial time. Thus, this part is proved.

We then reduce the multiple-choice knapsack (MCK) problem
[29], which is known to be NP-complete, to the ERAD problem.
Consider that there are n disjointed classes of objects, where
each class i contains Ni objects. In each class i, every object xi,j

has a profit qi,j and a weight ui,j . Besides, there is a knapsack
with capacity of U . The MCK problem asks whether or not we
can select exact one object from each class such that the total
object weight is no larger than U and the total object profit is
Q.

We then construct an instance of the ERAD problem as
follows. Let n be the number of MSs. Each MSi has Ni paths
to the BS. When MSi selects a path xi,j , it will consume energy
of qi,j and the system should allocate burst(s) of a total size of
ui,j to transmit MSi’s data to the BS. The total frame space is
w · h = U . Our goal is to let all MSs consume energy of Q to
satisfy their demands. We show that the MCK problem has a
solution if and only if the ERAD problem has a solution.

Suppose that we have a solution to the ERAD problem,
which is a path set Rp with MSs’ energy cost and burst
allocations. Each MS can choose exact one path and we need
to assign paths to all MSs to satisfy their demands. The total
size of bursts cannot exceed the frame space U and the energy
cost of all MSs is Q. By viewing the paths of an MS as a class
of objects and the frame as the knapsack, the paths in Rp all
constitute a solution to the MCK problem. This proves the if
part.

Conversely, let {x1,α1
, x2,α2

, · · · , xn,αn
} be a solution to

the MCK problem. Then, for each MSi, i = 1..n, we select a
path such that MSi consumes energy of qi,αi

and the size of
allocated burst(s) to transmit MSi’s data to the BS is ui,αi

. In
this way, the energy cost of all MSs will be Q and the overall
burst size is no larger than U . This constitutes a solution to the
ERAD problem, thus proving the only if part.

3 TWO HEURISTICS TO THE ERA PROBLEM

Since the ERA problem is NP-complete, finding an optimal
solution is impractical due to the time complexity. Thus,
we propose two energy-efficient heuristics, DFA and EFA
schemes. Below, we first give the rationale of our heuristics
and then depict the DFA and EFA schemes.

3.1 The Rationale of Our Designs

We first observe what the key factors are and how they affect
the goal (energy consumption) and the constraint (resource
usage) of the ERA problem. Explicitly, we reveal that the
transmission rate, the number of concurrent transmissions, and

the distance to the receiver (either an RS or the BS) have a great
impact on these two terms. To show how these three factors
affect the energy consumption and resource usage of each MS,
we conduct an experiment as shown in Fig. 3. Consider a
network consisting of one BS, four RSs, and four MSs. Each
MS selects a distinct RS to relay its data and the network al-
lows four concurrent transmissions. Assume that the distance
between each MS and its RS is the same and each MS has an
identical uplink demand. Fig. 4 shows the experiment results
on normalized energy consumption and resource usage of an
MS. In Fig. 4(a), the transmission rate of an MS is normalized
by the highest MCS. We can observe that when a lower MCS
is used, the MS will need more resource (i.e., frame space)
but can reduce its consumed energy. The benefit ratio of the
conserved energy and resource usage is more significant when
the MS degrades its MCS from a higher level (such as 5 or
6) to a next lower one (such as 4). In this case, the MS can
greatly reduce its energy consumption by increasing only a
small amount of resource usage. On the other hand, from
Fig. 4(b), it can be observed that more concurrent transmissions
can decrease resource usage linearly but increase the energy
consumption drastically. Although concurrent transmissions
can help resource reuse but it harms MSs in terms of the energy
consumption. Finally, in Fig. 4(c), it can be observed that the
resource usage is not affected by the distance to the receiver
when the MCS is fixed, but it can save the consumed energy
greatly when the MS choosing a closer RS to relay its data.

From the experiments in Fig. 4, we can obtain two impor-
tant observations:

• The reduce the energy consumption of an MS, we have
to decrease its MCS level (and thus the transmission
rate), the number of concurrent transmissions, and the
distance to the receiver. However, doing these will also
increase the resource usage of the MS. That means that
the energy conservation is inversely proportional to the
used resource. Thus, we should keep in mind that the
overall resource usage of all MSs cannot exceed to the
frame space when reducing energy.

• The amount of MS’s energy reduction is “jointly” de-
cided by its MCS, the number of concurrent trans-
missions, and the distance to the receiver. In order to
minimize the MS’s energy consumption, it is insuffi-
cient to decrease the three factors individually. Since
the experiments show that the benefit ratio of energy
decrement and resource increment for each factor is
greatly different. An MS may save more energy by
considering more than one factor simultaneously. For
example, an MS may not be able to relay its data to an
RS closer to it because such RS is used by another MS.
When considering both the factors of concurrent trans-
missions and the distance to the receiver, the MS can
change to another transmission group and choose such
RS to further save energy (even if it may increase the
number of concurrent transmissions in that group). This
adjusting may be more efficient than that of considering
only one factor (such as the MCS). Therefore, we need
to consider the possible combination of three factors
when trying to reduce MSs’ energy consumption.

Based on the two observation and the three key factors, our
DFA and EFA heuristics adopt a gradient-like search method
to find the suboptimal solutions, as shown in Fig. 5. For ease
of presentation, we say that a solution is demand-satisfied if
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Fig. 3: The example of a transparent-relay network with one BS, four RSs,
and four MSs.
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Fig. 4: The effects of rate, concurrent transmission, and receiver distance
on energy consumption and resource usage.
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Fig. 5: The concepts of forward and backward searches by the gradient-like
method.

it can satisfy all MSs’ demands. Besides, a solution is feasible
if it is not only demand-satisfied but also the overall frame
usage does not exceed the frame space. Given the solution
set, DFA first selects a feasible solution which can consume
as less frame space as possible to be its start point. Then, it
adopts a forward search to approximate an optimal solution. In
each step of search, it tries to adjust the transmission schedule
of one MS by evaluating the combinations of three factors
mentioned above such that the new solution is also feasible
and the gradient of ∆ED/∆SI is maximum, where ∆ED is
the decrement of energy and ∆SI is the increment of space
usage after adjusting. The forward search is repeated until
∆ED/∆SI approximates to zero (that is, we cannot further
reduce the energy consumption since ∆ED ≈ 0). On the
other hand, EFA first selects a demand-satisfied solution that
allows MSs to consume as less energy as possible to be its start
point. Then, it adopts a backward search to approximate the
optimal solution. In each step of search, it tries to adjust the
transmission schedule of one MS such that the new schedule
is also demand-satisfied while ∆EI/∆SD is minimum, where
∆EI is the increment of energy and ∆SD is the decrement of
space usage after adjustment. The backward search is repeated
until the solution becomes feasible.

Fig. 6 shows the flow charts of the two heuristics. In DFA,
the first “Demand-First Path Assignment” phase tries to satisfy
MSs’ demands by selecting the best MCSs and paths and
exploiting spatial reuse such that the use of frame space is
minimized. However, the above process assumes that each
MS transmits at its largest power. So, the second “MCS, Path,
and Transmission Group Adjustment” phase tries to reduce
MSs’ energy consumption by lowering down their transmis-
sion rates and adjusting their paths and transmission groups.
Each step of reduction is based on the gradient concept.
Finally, the third “Burst Allocation and Region Assignment”
phase determines the sizes of the MS-BS, MS-RS, and RS-
BS regions and allocates uplink bursts for MSs and RSs. On
the other hand, EFA first relaxes the frame space constraint
to find the initial solution with the minimum total energy
consumption in its first “Energy-First Path Assignment” phase.
In this phase, MSs choose the closest RSs and the lowest
MCSs without spatial reuse. The second “MCS, Path, and
Transmission Group Adjustment” phase works based on the
gradient concept to approach the optimum by raising MSs’
energy consumption until packing all demands into the frame,
i.e., reducing the required space by using more power. The
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third is the “Burst Allocation and Region Assignment” phase.
Since the two schemes start from different initial solutions and
apply different strategies, they have different limitations and
thus lead to different performances. This will be clear later on.

3.2 Demand-First Allocation (DFA) Scheme

3.2.1 Phase 1 — Burst and Path Assignment
Assuming that the energy consumption of MSs is not a con-
cern, phase 1 has the following objectives: i) to minimize the
use of frame space, ii) to meet more MSs’ demands, and iii) to
allow more concurrent MS-RS transmissions. This phase helps
choose each MSi’s initial path, transmission group, and MCS
using the maximum power.

To exploit spatial reuse in the MS-RS region, we model the

maximum allowable interference (MAI) Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) at relay RSJ(i) if

MSi chooses RSJ(i) as its relay using MCSK(i) with power
PMAX
i , i = 1..n, J(i) = 0..m, and K(i) = 1..6. Recall the

I(i, J(i)) in Eq. (4), which stands for the current perceived
interference for the transmission from MSi to RSJ(i). With the
relative distance between MSs and BS/RSs, we can derive the
path loss L(i, J(i)) of each MS-BS/RS pair. From Eq. (4), each

Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) of an MSi transmitting to RSJ(i) using MCSK(i) with

PMAX
i is

Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) =

Gi ·GJ(i) · P
MAX
i

10
δ(MCSK(i))

10 · L(i, J(i))
−B ·N0. (7)

We should keep Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) ≥ I(i, J(i)). Note that using a lower-

level MCS can tolerate a higher interference, so Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) <

Î
K(i)−1
(i,J(i)) . Also note that for the BS, Î

K(i)
(i,0) = 0, since no

concurrent transmission to the BS is allowed. For simplicity,

we will pre-calculate all values of Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)) and maintain an

MAI table using (MSi, RSJ(i), MCSK(i)) as the index.
Given the network topology G, the path set R, and MSi’s

demand di, i = 1..n, phase 1 starts from a set T of n empty
transmission groups and greedily adds more transmission
schedules to T , until all frame space is exhausted or all
MSs are satisfied. Each transmission schedule has the format
si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), Pi), which means that MSi is sched-
uled to send its data to RSJ(i) using MCSK(i) at power Pi. In
case that J(i) 6= 0, it is implied that RSJ(i) will relay MSi’s
data to the BS using the best possible MCS level. Note that in
this phase, Pi is always equal to PMAX

i .

1) Set all MSs as unsatisfied. Set the initial value of T to be
{φ, φ, .., φ} (i.e., with n empty sets) and set F = h×w
as the initial amount of free slots.

2) Consider each unsatisfied MSi. If we adding the path
from MSi to RSJ(i) using MCSK(i) to the transmis-
sion group τℓ ∈ T at power PMAX

i (that is, adding
si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), P

MAX
i ) to group τℓ), the extra

number of slots required will be

Sex(si, τℓ) =

⌈
di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
, if J(i) = 0, τℓ = φ,

Sex(si, τℓ) = ∞, if J(i) = 0, τℓ 6= φ,

Sex(si, τℓ) = max

{⌈
di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
− Sg(τℓ), 0

}

+

⌈
di

rate(MCSK̂(i))

⌉
,

if inf(si, τℓ) = TRUE, J(i) 6= 0,

Sex(si, τℓ) = ∞, if inf(si, τℓ) = FALSE, J(i) 6= 0.

where Sg(τℓ) is the number of slots required by
τℓ, inf(si, τℓ) is a function to determine if adding
si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), P

MAX
i ) to τℓ is interference-

free, and MCSK̂(i) is the best feasible MCS from

RSJ(i) to the BS. In the first case of J(i) = 0, it
is the cost to the MS-BS region. In the second case,
it means adding an MS-BS transmission to an non-
empty group is infeasible. In the third case, it is the
extra cost to the MS-RS region plus that to the RS-BS
region. In the fourth case, it means adding this path
to τℓ is infeasible. Function inf(si, τℓ) returns TRUE
(i.e., interference-free) if and only if the following three
conditions are all satisfied:

a) RSJ(i) does not appear in τℓ. That is, for each
sa = (RSJ(a),MCSK(a) , P

MAX
a ) ∈ τℓ, J(a) 6=

J(i).
b) RSJ(i) can receive correctly considering all in-

terferences. That is,
∑

∀sa=(RSJ(a),MCSK(a),PMAX
a )∈τℓ

P̃ (a, J(i)) ≤ Î
K(i)
(i,J(i)).

c) After adding the interference caused by MSi

with si = (RSJ(i), MCSK(i), P
MAX
i ), RSJ(a)

can still receive correctly. That is, for each sa =
(RSJ(a),MCSK(a) , P

MAX
a ) ∈ τℓ, I(a, J(b)) +

P̃ (i, J(b)) ≤ Î
K(a)
(a,J(a)).

After step 2), we have the extra cost to schedule
each unsatisfied MSi for all combinations of RSJ(i),
MCSK(i), and τℓ.

3) From the extra costs of all unsatisfied MSs, pick the one
causing the least cost of Sex(si, τℓ). If Sex(si, τℓ) ≤ F ,
add si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), P

MAX
i ) to τℓ directly;

otherwise, adjust the demand di of MSi proportionally
to fit into F and add si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), P

MAX
i )

to τℓ. Then, update F by deducting the allocated re-
source and set MSi as satisfied. Also, update I(a, J(a))
for each satisfied MSa. Finally, update Sex(·) of all
unsatisfied MSs’ schedules for τℓ. Note that after step
3), one MS will be satisfied.

4) If there still has space in an uplink subframe and
there still exists any unsatisfied MS, go back to step
3); otherwise, go to the next phase.

3.2.2 Phase 2 — MCS, Path, and Group Adjustment
Phase 1 aims at reducing the use of frame space, but the
maximum powers have been used by all MSs. This phase
tries to make some adjustments and lower down their energy
costs by taking advantage of the extra free frame space F . We
try three possibilities to reduce an MS’s energy: i) Change its
receiver to a closer RS/BS. ii) Change to a lower-level MCS.
iii) Change to a different transmission group with a different
MCS and receiver. In particular, for possibility ii), recall that
the energy cost of MSi can be written as Ei = Ti × Pi =⌈

di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
× Pi. By ignoring the ceiling function and

assuming a fixed interference level of B · No + I(i, J(i)), the
energy cost per bit to reach the SINR in Table 1 can be written
as

Ei =
1

rate(MCSK(i))
× (10

δ(MCSK(i))

10 β),
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Phase 1: Demand-First Path Assignment

To minimize the use of frame space.

To meet more MSs' demands.

To allow more concurrent MS-RS transmissions.

Phase 2: MCS, Path, and Transmission   

               Group Adjustment

Phase 3: Burst Allocation and Region 

               Assignment

,

exit

DFA scheme EFA scheme
Phase 1: Energy-First Path Assignment

To minimize the energy cost of MSs.

Phase 2: MCS, Path, and Transmission 

               Group Adjustment

Phase 3: Burst Allocation and Region 

               Assignment

exit

1) Changing the MSs� receivers to the closer RSs/BS,

2) Changing to a lower-level MCS, and

3) Changing MSs to the different groups which allow a 

lower MAI.

To reduce the energy cost of MSs by:

To allocate bursts for MSs.

To determine the sizes of the MS-BS, MS-RS, and 

RS-BS regions.

To reduce the space cost of MSs (if any MS�s 

demand is unsatisfied) by:

      1) Changing to the paths which cause the shorter 

          transmission time.

      2) Changing to a higher-level MCS. 

      3) Change MSs to the larger groups.

To allocate bursts for MSs.

To determine the sizes of the MS-BS, MS-RS, and 

RS-BS regions.

Fig. 6: Flowcharts of our proposed heuristics.

TABLE 2: Energy costs per bit for different MCSs.
level k energy cost (mW)

1 0.082β
2 0.098β
3 0.147β
4 0.219β
5 0.413β
6 0.582β

where β = (B·No+I(i,J(i)))·L(i,J(i))
Gi·GJ(i)

> 0. In Table 2, we do

see that the energy cost per bit decreases as the MCS level
decreases.

Given the current set T and the remaining free resource F
from phase 1, phase 2 works as follows:

1) For each τℓ ∈ T , consider each transmission sched-
ule si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i) , Pi) ∈ τℓ. There are
three possibilities for MSi to reduce its energy: a)
Change its MCS and power. b) Change its relay
and power. c) Change its group, relay, MCS, and
power. From si, we may find multiple combinations
of s′i = (RSJ ′(i),MCSK′(i), P

′
i ) and τℓ′ such that s′i is

the new transmission schedule for MSi and τℓ′ is the
transmission group to accommodate s′i (which may or
may not be equal to τℓ).
To find all feasible s′i and τℓ′ , let us consider the above
three cases. In case a), since RSJ(i) is unchanged, we
can simply try different MCSK′(i) and then use Eq. (4)
based on the existing interference I(i, J(i)) perceived
by RSJ(i) to compute the best power P ′

i . With this
new power P ′

i , we also need to check if this would
exceed the tolerable interference of any other RS in
τℓ. If so, this transmission schedule is not feasible. In
case b), since τℓ is unchanged, we try other unused
RSs in τℓ and follow the procedure in case a) to find
appropriate MCSs and powers. Similarly, we need to
check interference and eliminate those power levels
that would cause interference to existing RSs. In case
c), we will try to delete si from τℓ and add MSi’s
demand to other τℓ′ . For each τℓ′ , the same procedure
in case b) can be used to identify all possible s′i.

Note that after step 1), we have all new feasible s′i and
τℓ′ for MSi.

2) For each (s′i, τℓ′) pair, we calculate the saving of energy
and the cost of extra slots for MSi to make this change.
The saving of energy is written as

∆E((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) =

(⌈
di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
× Pi

)

−

(⌈
di

rate(MCSK′(i))

⌉
× P ′

i

)
.

Then, the cost of extra slots is derived as

∆S((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) =




(Stot(τℓ − {si}) + Stot(τℓ′ ∪ {s′i}))
−(Stot(τℓ) + Stot(τℓ′)), if τℓ 6= τℓ′
Stot(τℓ′ − {si} ∪ {s′i})− Stot(τℓ), if τℓ = τℓ′

Note that ∆S((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) should not ex-

ceed the available resource F and the saving
∆E((si, τℓ), (s

′
i, τℓ′)) should be positive. Otherwise,

this pair (s′i, τℓ′) is infeasible and should not be con-
sidered.

3) From all feasible pairs (s′i, τℓ′), we use the energy-per-
extra-slot ratio

∆E((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′))

∆S((si, τℓ), (s′i, τℓ′))

as the metric (this is recognized as the “gradient” in
our scheme). The (s′i, τℓ′) pair with the largest ratio is
selected (this represents the “steepest gradient” in the
energy cost). Then, we remove si from τℓ, add s′i to
τℓ′ , deduct ∆S((si, τℓ), (s

′
i, τℓ′)) from F , and update

all interference levels of all RSs in τℓ and τℓ′ . Then, we
calculate ∆E(·) and ∆S(·) for each schedule sa in τℓ
and each schedule sb in τℓ′ . If any change in τℓ and τℓ′
is done, go to step 3); otherwise, go to the next phase.

We make some remarks below. First, updating an MS’s
power level is possible even if no extra slots are needed. The
reason is that when an MS lowers down its powers, other RSs
may experience lower interference levels, making it possible
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for other MSs to meet the required SINRs using lower powers.
From our experience, such a positive cycle would repeatedly
benefit lots of MSs. Second, the above process will eventually
terminate. To speed up our algorithm, we can set a threshold
∂ on ∆E or on the number of iterations.

3.2.3 Phase 3: Burst Allocation and Region Assignment

After phase 2, all MSs’ paths, MCSs, powers, and transmission
groups are determined. This phase will allocate bursts for
MSs and determine the sizes of the MS-BS, MS-RS, and RS-
BS regions accordingly.

Given the current set T from Phase 2, Phase 3 works as
follows.

1) Let RMS−BS(T ), RMS−RS(T ), and RRS−BS(T ) be
the sizes of the MS-BS, MS-RS, and RS-BS regions,
respectively. Calculate them as follows:

RMS−BS(T )

=
∑

∀τℓ∈T

∑

∀si=

(RSJ(i),MCSK(i),Pi)∈τℓ:J(i)=0

⌈
di

rate(MCSK(i))

⌉
,

RMS−RS(T )

=
∑

∀τℓ∈T :si=(RSJ(i),MCSK(i),Pi)∈τℓ,J(i) 6=0

Sg(τℓ),

RRS−BS(T )

=
∑

∀τℓ∈T

∑

∀si=

(RSJ(i),MCSK(i),Pi)∈τℓ,J(i) 6=0

⌈
di

rate(MCSK̂(i))

⌉
.

2) Based on each schedule si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), Pi) in
τℓ ∈ T , allocate MSi the corresponding burst(s) to the
MS-BS, MS-RS, and RS-BS regions accordingly.

To summarize, DFA scheme finds its best solution by first
calculating a temporal solution that can consume the minimum
frame space and then iteratively refines the solution to reduce
MSs’ energy consumption. The above refinement is repeated
until either the frame space is exhausted or the total energy
consumption is minimized. However, deriving the minimal
space solution (in phase 1) takes a lot of time. In addition, the
phase 2 might face the convergence problem because the value
of energy-per-extra-slot ratio is usually difficult to converge
since each MCS, path, and group adjustment in phase 2 may
incur a chain reaction such that a large number of iterations
will be required to reach its best solution. Therefore, we apply
a threshold to limit the number of iterations in phase 2 to
guarantee the convergence of DFA. In the next section, we will
discuss how to address the converge issue.

3.3 Energy-First Allocation (EFA) Scheme

To solve the problem in DFA, EFA makes the following im-
provements:

1) EFA first relaxes the constraint of frame space so that
it can easily find a temporal solution which consumes
the least energy as the start point. This significantly
reduces the computational complexity.

2) Unlike DFA that reduces the energy consumption
(which is continuous) in phase 2, EFA tries to reduce
the frame usage in a discrete manner (because the
basic unit of the frame space is a slot). This not only

alleviates the computation cost but also guarantees the
convergence of EFA.

3) EFA adopts simultaneous equations to calculate the
minimum transmission power of MSs in each trans-
mission group. This can help further reduce the energy
consumptions of MSs.

The EFA scheme starts with a trivial set T of transmission
groups where each group contains only one MS with the clos-
est RS/BS using the lowest MCS. It is thus a solution with the
least energy cost. However, the total number of slots required
may exceed the frame space. We then adjust these schedules by
changing their powers, MCSs, paths, and transmission groups
based on gradient-like search, until they fit into one frame
space.

• Phase 1: For each MSi, we create a transmission sched-
ule si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i), Pi) such that RSJ(i) is the
closest to MSi, MCSK(i) = MCS6 (the lowest one),
and Pi is the lowest power required to communicate
with RSJ(i). Then, we let each si be in one trans-
mission group by setting τi = {si}, i = 1..n. Let L
be the total required slots of each τi ∈ T . Initially,
L = RMS−BS(T ) + RMS−RS(T ) + RRS−BS(T ). Fi-
nally, check whether L ≤ w × h. If yes, go to phase 3.
Otherwise, go to phase 2 to reduce the space cost for
possibilities.

• Phase 2: For each τℓ ∈ T , consider the transmission
schedule si = (RSJ(i),MCSK(i) , Pi) ∈ τℓ. There are
three possibilities for MSi to reduce the space cost. a)
Within the same group τℓ, MSi can still transmit to
RSJ(i) but using a higher MCS. b) Within the same
group τℓ, MSi can still use MCSK(i) but changing its
relay. (Note that the best feasible MCS for each RS to
the BS may be different so that the space cost will be
also different). c) MSi switches to another group and
then select proper MCS and relay. For each possibility,
we use s′i as the new schedule for MSi and τℓ′ be the
new group accommodating s′i.

1) To find all feasible s′i and τℓ′ , we consider the
above possibilities a), b), and c). Unlike DFA,
EFA tries to further reduce energy by optimiz-
ing the transmission power of multiple MSs
in the transmission group τℓ′ when s′i joins it.
Therefore, we propose using simultaneous equa-
tions to derive the minimum required power of
all MSs in group τℓ′ . Suppose that if adding
s′i to τℓ′ , we have a set of schedules {sa =
(RSJ(a),MCSK(a), Pa)} in τℓ′ , |τℓ′ | = z, where
J(a) and K(a) are the indexes of the RS and
MCS used by MSa. Let Pa be the power of MSa,
0 ≤ Pa ≤ PMAX

a . It follows that the SINR per-
ceived by RSJ(a) should be over δ(MCSK(a)),
i.e.,

SINR(a, J(a)) = 10 · log10

(
P̃ (a, J(a))

B ·No + I(a, J(a))

)

≥ δ(MCSK(a)). (8)

To minimize the power, we make the equal mark
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(i.e., “=”) hold. Thus, we have

Ga·GJ(a)·Pa

L(a,J(a))

B ·No +
∑

sa′∈τℓ′ ,a
′ 6=a

Ga′ ·GJ(a)·Pa′

L(a′,J(a))

= 10
δ(MCSK(a))

10 .

(9)

Since the right-hand side is a constant, Eq. (9)
can be converted into a simultaneous equations
for each pa, sa ∈ τℓ′ . Repeating this for all
MSa, sa ∈ τℓ′ , we obtain z equalities. Then, by
solving these equalities, we can find the best
power Pa for each MSa in τℓ′ in polynomial
time and check whether they are feasible for
concurrent transmissions by Pa ≤ PMAX

a .
After step 1), we have all new feasible s′i and τℓ′
for MSi.

2) For each (s′i, τℓ′) pair, we calculate the cost of
extra consumed energy and saving of slots for
MSi to make this change. Given any transmis-
sion group τ , let Eg(τ) be the summation of
energy consumed by all transmission schedule
sa = (RSJ(a),MCSK(a), Pa) in τ , which can be
defined as

Eg(τ) =
∑

sa=
(RSJ(a),MCSK(a),Pa)∈τ

⌈
da

rate(MCSK(a))

⌉

× Pa,

Then, the cost of extra consumed energy is de-
rived as

∆Ψ((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) =




(Eg(τℓ − {si}) + Eg(τℓ′ ∪ {s′i}))
−(Eg(τℓ) + Eg(τℓ′)), if τℓ 6= τℓ′
Eg(τℓ′ − {si} ∪ {s′i})− Eg(τℓ), if τℓ = τℓ′ .

The saving of slots is written as

∆Ω((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) =




(Stot(τℓ) + Stot(τℓ′))− (Stot(τℓ
−{si}) + Stot(τℓ′ ∪ {s′i})), if τℓ 6= τℓ′
Stot(τℓ)− Stot(τℓ′ − {si} ∪ {s′i}), if τℓ = τℓ′ .

Note that ∆Ω((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′)) should be pos-

itive. Otherwise, this pair (s′i, τℓ′) provides no
benefit and should not be considered.

3) From all feasible pairs (s′i, τℓ′), we use the slot-
per-extra-energy ratio

∆Ω((si, τℓ), (s
′
i, τℓ′))

∆Ψ((si, τℓ), (s′i, τℓ′))

as the metric (this is recognized the as “gra-
dient” in our scheme). The (s′i, τℓ′) pair with
the largest ratio is selected (which represents
the “steepest gradient” in space cost). Then,
we remove si from τℓ, add s′i to τℓ′ , deduct
∆Ω((si, τℓ), (s

′
i, τℓ′)) from L. Then, we recalcu-

late ∆Ψ(·) and ∆Ω(·) for each schedule sa in τℓ
and each schedule sb in τℓ′ accordingly. Go back
to step 3) if L > w × h and there is any change
in τℓ or τℓ′ ; otherwise, go to the next phase.
Note that it is possible that more than two
schedules have the largest burst size in a group.
By changing one of them, it saves no space. In

this case, we can try to raise their MCSs by one
level simultaneously to further reduce the space
cost.

• Phase 3: If the total number of required slots still
exceeds the frame space, i.e., L > w × h, we can shrink
the sizes of some MSs’ bursts until the overall allocation
can fit the frame space. Then, we adopt the phase 3 in
DFA to allocate bursts and determine the sizes of the
MS-BS, MS-RS, and RS-BS regions accordingly.

3.4 Analysis of Time Complexity

For DFA, phase 1 initially costs O(n(m + 1)6) = O(nm) to
model the MAI for all MSs transmitting to all possible RSs/BS
with six MCSs, where (m + 1) means that there are m relay
paths and one direct path to the BS. In step 1, it costs O(n). In
step 2, for each schedule, it costs O(m) because it has at most
m schedules in a transmission group to be verified whether
adding the new schedule is interference-free. Then, since we
may have at most O(n(m + 1)6) possible schedules and n
possible transmission groups for all MSs, the time complexity
of step 2 is O(m) · O(n(m + 1)6) · n = O(n2m2). In step
3, it costs O(n2m2) because it has at most (n(m + 1)6) · n
schedules to be picked and at most n schedules to be updated
their costs to that group (each costs O(m2)). In step 4, it may
go back to step 3 at most n times since there are n MSs.
Therefore, the time complexity of phase 1 in DFA scheme costs
O(n)+O(n2m2)+n ·O(n2m) = O(n3m2). For phase 2, step 1
and 2 cost O(n2m2) because there are at most (n(m+1)6) pos-
sible new schedules and n possible groups to be tried. Then,
each schedule needs to verify whether they are interference-
free (which costs O(m)). Thus, it can calculate the extra cost
and conserved energy accordingly. In step 3, it costs O(n2m2)
because it has at most (n(m + 1)6) · n schedules to be chosen
and at most n schedules to be updated their costs to those
groups (each costs O(m2)). Besides, it will go back to step 3 at

most
PMAX

i ·(w·h)
∂ times, where PMAX

i · (w ·h) is the maximum
energy cost of an MS and ∂ is a threshold on ∆E . Since we have

n MSs, phase 2 costs n ·
PMAX

i ·(w·h)
∂ · O(n2m2) = O(n3m2) if

n and m are sufficiently large. For phase 3, it costs O(n) to
calculate the region sizes and to allocate at most 2n bursts if
all MSs use relays to transmit data. Therefore, DFA scheme
costs O(n3m2) +O(n3m2) +O(n) = (n3m2).

For EFA, in phase 1, it costs O(nm) to choose the closest RS
and lowest MCS for each MS. For phase 2, step 1 costs O(n).
In step 2, each schedule costs O(m3) to solve m simultaneous
equations by the Gaussian Elimination because there are at most
m transmission schedules in one transmission group. Since we
may have at most O(n(m + 1)6) possible schedules and n
possible transmission groups, the time complexity of step 2 is
O(n2m4). In step 3, it costs O(n2m4) because it has no more
than (n(m + 1)6) · n schedules to be chosen and then takes
O(nm4) to update. Besides, it will go back to step 1 at most L−
(w · h) times, where L is the total number of slots required by
the schedules in phase 1, which is proportional to the number
of demands (i.e., n). Phase 3 costs O(n). Therefore, EFA scheme
costs O(nm)+ {O(n)+O(n2m4)+ [L− (w ·h)] ·O(n2m4)}+
O(n) = O(n3m4).

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we develop a simulator in Java to verify the
effectiveness of our heuristics. The system parameters of our
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TABLE 3: The parameters in our simulator.
parameter value

number of frames 1000
channel bandwidth 10 MHz
FFT size 1024
zone category PUSC with reuse 1
slot-time 200.94 µ s
uplink frame duration 2.5 ms
uplink subframe space 12× 30
MCS Table 1
traffics UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE
demand di Table 4
path loss model SUI
Tx/Rx antenna gain BS: 16 dBi/16 dBi

RS: 12 dBi/12 dBi
MS: 8 dBi/8 dBi

antenna hight BS: 30 m, RS: 10 m, MS: 2 m
thermal noise -100 dBm
PMAX
i

1000 mW (milliwatt)
threshold ∂ 50

TABLE 4: The traffic model used in our simulator.
Traffic traffic bandwidth (bytes/frame)
class type minimum maximum average

UGS CBR 40 ∼ 150 50 ∼ 150 50 ∼ 150
rtPS VBR 50 ∼ 100 100 ∼ 150 75 ∼ 125

gaming 1.2 3 1.2
VoIP 1.4 1.4 1.4

nrtPS VBR 50 ∼ 100 100 ∼ 125 75 ∼ 125
FTP 4 10 7

nrtPS 1.25 2 1.6
real trace 40 110 85

BE VBR 0 0 ∼ 150 0 ∼ 75
HTTP 0 7 3.6

simulator are listed in Table 3. We consider four types of
traffics: UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. Table 4 lists the parameters
used to model these traffics. The network contains one BS and
several RSs and MSs. RSs are uniformly deployed inside the
2/3 coverage range of the BS to get the best performance gain
[22] and the number of RSs is ranged from 0 to 32. MSs are
randomly deployed inside the BS’s coverage and the number
of MSs is ranged from 10 to 80. Each MS may move inside the
BS’s coverage following the random waypoint model with the
maximal speed of 20 meters per second [30].

We compare our proposed DFA and EFA schemes against
the minimal-coloring (MC) scheme [22] and the modified solution
of MCK problem (sMCKP) [23]. The MC scheme considers
spatial reuse while the sMCKP scheme addresses the energy
consumption of MSs. Specifically, the MC scheme first selects
a path with the minimum transmission time (by using the
highest MCS level) for each MS. Then, this scheme assigns one
color for those MS-RS communications that can coexist and
tries to use the minimum number of colors. In this way, the
spatial reuse can be realized. On the other hand, the sMCKP
scheme calculates a benefit value of each MS, which is defined
by the ratio of the amount of energy reduction to the increase
of burst size when the MS changes from its current MCS level
to another level. Then, sMCKP iteratively selects one MS with
the maximum benefit value and changes its MCS accordingly,
until the maximum benefit is zero. However, sMCKP does not
exploit RSs to help relay MSs’ data.

For the MC scheme and our heuristics, we use the terms “-
SR” and “-NSR” to indicate whether or not they adopt spatial
reuse. In our heuristics, we can set the MAI values as zeros
for DFA scheme and keep the schedules in original groups for
EFA scheme to realize no spatial reuse.

In addition, to further investigate the performance of our
proposed schemes. We conduct two ideal performance bound-
aries in terms of energy consumption lower bound (ELB) and
demand satisfaction ratio upper bound (DUB). ELB assigns each
MS a schedule in a group containing only itself and chooses
a closest RS/BS as its receiver using the lowest MCS without
consideration of frame space limitation. ELB is expressed as
follows.

∑

i=1..n

⌈
di

rate(MCS6)

⌉
×

10
δ(MCS6)

10 (B ·No + 0) · L(i, j∗)

Gi ·Gj∗
,

(10)

where j∗ = arg minJ(i)=1..m{L(i, J(i))}. The right part of
Eq. (10) is the transmission power derived from Eq. (4) by
adopting the equal sign. On the other hand, DUB schedules
each MS to transmit to the BS if its required slots is less than
that the MS’s RS required to transmit to the BS, i.e., we assume
the space cost from an MS to its RS is 0 by supposing it
is always not the largest size of bursts in the transmission
group. In addition, we assume that each transmission group
can accommodate the number of MS-RS transmissions up to
the number of RSs in the network, i.e, DUB considers the
interference perceived at any RS as zero no matter there are
concurrent MS-RS transmissions or not (thus so called ideal).
Hence, DUB can be expressed as min{F

L , 1}, where L is the
total required slots, defined by

L =
∑

i∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCSKB(i))

⌉
+
∑

i/∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCS
KR(i))

⌉

m

+
∑

i/∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCSK̂(i))

⌉
. (11)

I is a set of MSs with the BS as its receiver, i.e.,

I =

{
i

∣∣∣∣∣

⌈
di

rate(MCSKB(i))

⌉
< 0 +

⌈
di

rate(MCSK̂(i))

⌉}
,

i = 1..n.

and MCSKB(i) and MCSKR(i) are the highest feasible MCSs
of MSi transmitting to the BS and the RS, respectively. The
first part of Eq. (11) is the required slots in MS-BS region.
The second part and the third part of Eq. (11) are the costs
in MS-RS and RS-BS regions, respectively. Now, let’s explain
why DUB takes the MS-RS cost as the second part of Eq. (11).
As we know, the required slots of an MS-RS transmissions is
determined by the largest burst size in all MS-RS transmis-
sions of the corresponding transmission group. Assume we
have G non-empty transmission groups in the MS-RS region,
τℓ, ℓ = 1..G. Let Vℓ, ℓ = 1..G, be the largest burst size in the
ℓth transmission group. It is know that the following equation
is established,

∑

i/∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCSKR(i))

⌉

=
∑

ℓ=1..G

∑

si∈τℓ

⌈
di

rate(MCSKR(i))

⌉
≤

∑

ℓ=1..G

|τℓ| · Vℓ.

From above equation, we can derive that

∑

ℓ=1..G

Vℓ ≥
∑

i/∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCS
KR(i))

⌉

|τℓ|
≥
∑

i/∈I

⌈
di

rate(MCS
KR(i))

⌉

m
.
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Fig. 7: The energy consumption of MSs under different number of MSs,
where there are 8 RSs.

Hence, the second part of Eq. (11) is a lower bound of the
required slots in the MS-RS region.

4.1 Energy Consumption

We first evaluate the total energy consumption of MSs per
frame under different number of MSs, as shown in Fig. 7.
The number of RSs is 8 and the network is under the non-
saturated condition. Note that the y-axis is drawn with expo-
nential scales. Clearly, the energy consumption of MSs under
all schemes increases when the number of MSs increases. The
sMCKP scheme makes MSs consume the most energy because
it does not exploit RSs to reduce the transmission powers of
MSs. For the case without spatial reuse, the proposed DFA-
NSR and EFA-NSR schemes can save energy up to 72% and
80% of MSs’ energy, respectively, compared with the MC-NSR
scheme. The reason is that the proposed schemes can deter-
mine better MCSs and closer RSs for MSs to conserve energy.
On the other hand, by allowing spatial reuse, the proposed
DFA-SR and EFA-SR schemes can reduce unnecessary energy
consumption of MSs compared to the ones without spatial
reuse. Although the MC-SR scheme adopts spatial reuse to
allow concurrent transmissions, it does not change MSs’ paths
or lower MCSs for energy conservation when the free resource
remains. Thus, it outperforms the case without spatial reuse.
In addition, we can observe that EFA-SR scheme saves more
energy than DFA scheme. This is because EFA scheme exploits
the optimal powers, deriving by the simultaneous equations,
when conducting spatial reuse. From Fig. 7, it shows that the
proposed DFA-SR and EFA-SR schemes can save up to 86%
and 92% of MSs’ energy, respectively, compared with the MC-
SR scheme. It is important to note that the performance of
our EFA-SR scheme approximates to the energy consumption
lower bound. Specifically, when the number of MSs is 10, 20,
30, 40, and 50, the performance errors between DFA-SR/EFA-
SR schemes and the energy consumption lower bound are
0%/0%, 0%/0%, 22%/0.2%, 95%/11.0%, and 589%/39.0%, re-
spectively.

We then measure the total energy consumption of MSs
under different number of RSs, as shown in Fig. 8. Note that
the y-axis is drawn with exponential scales. Since the sMCKP
scheme does not exploit RSs, its energy consumption is always
the same. On the other hand, the energy consumption of the
MC scheme and our heuristics decreases when the number of
RSs increases because each MS has more choices to select a
better RS to save its energy. Similarly, for the case without spa-
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Fig. 8: The energy consumption of MSs under different number of RSs,
where there are 50 MSs.

tial reuse, DFA-NSR and EFA-NSR schemes can save energy
up to 77% and 85% of MSs’ energy, respectively, compared
with the MC-NSR scheme. Furthermore, by allowing spatial
reuse, the proposed DFA-SR and EFA-SR schemes outperform
other schemes. From Fig. 8, the proposed DFA-SR and EFA-
SR schemes can save up to 90% and 98% of MSs’ energy,
compared with the MC-SR scheme. It is important to note
that the performance of our EFA-SR scheme approximates
to the energy consumption lower bound. Specifically, when
the number of RSs is 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, the performance
errors between DFA-SR/EFA-SR schemes and the energy con-
sumption lower bound are 21%/21%, 61%/56%, 490%/56%,
589%/39%, 539%/22%, and 485%/16%, respectively.

4.2 Satisfaction Ratio

Next, we investigate the satisfaction ratio of MSs, which is
defined by the ratio of the amount of satisfied demands to
the total amount of demands per frame. When the satisfac-
tion ratio is 1, it means that the scheme can satisfy all MSs’
demands. Fig. 9 shows the satisfaction ratios of all schemes
under different number of MSs, where the number of RSs
is 32. When there are less than 30 MSs, all schemes have a
satisfaction ratio of 1 because the network is not saturated.
The sMCKP scheme has the lowest satisfaction ratio when the
number of MSs is more than 30, because this scheme does
not exploit RSs to improve network capacity. Without spatial
reuse, the satisfaction ratios of the MC-NSR scheme and the
proposed heuristics, DFA-NSR and EFA-NSR schemes, are
similar. However, by exploiting spatial reuse, the proposed
schemes always have a higher satisfaction ratio than other
schemes. The EFA-SR scheme performs the best because it can
compactly overlap bursts to satisfy more MSs’ demands. It is
important to note that the performance of our EFA-SR scheme
approximates to the demand satisfaction ratio upper bound.
Specifically, when the number of MSs is 10, 20, 30, 40, and
50, the performance errors between DFA-SR/EFA-SR schemes
and the demand satisfaction ratio upper bound are 0%/0%,
0%/0%, 0%/0%, 0%/0%, and 6%/5%, respectively.

Fig. 10 shows the satisfaction ratios of all schemes under
different number of RSs, where the number of MSs is 70.
Again, the satisfaction ratio of the sMCKP scheme is not
affected by the number of RSs because it does not consider the
existence of RSs. Without spatial reuse, our heuristics, DFA-
NSR and EFA-NSR schemes, perform similarly to the MC-NSR
scheme. With the spatial reuse, when the number of RSs is
more than 8, increasing the number of RSs will decrease the
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satisfaction ratio of the MC-SR scheme. The reason is that the
MC-SR scheme makes all MSs transmit at their highest MCS
levels. In this case, more interference may be arisen when there
are more RSs. On the other hand, the proposed DFA-SR and
EFA-SR schemes can better utilize RSs than the MC-SR scheme
such that the satisfaction ratio increases when the number of
RSs increases. Especially when the number of RSs is more
than 4, the EFA-SR scheme always has a satisfaction ratio of
1. This is because it use RSs to fully exploit spatial reuse and
compactly overlap bursts to satisfy the demands of MSs. It is
important to note that the performance of our EFA-SR scheme
approximates to the demand satisfaction ratio upper bound.
Specifically, when the number of RSs is 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, the
performance errors between DFA-SR/EFA-SR schemes and the
demand satisfaction ratio upper bound are 0%/0%, 6%/5%,
9%/2%, 4%/0%, 1%/0%, and 0%/0%, respectively.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have addressed the energy conservation issue
in uplink resource allocation problem of an 802.16j transparent-
relay network. We show this problem to be NP-complete
and point out that using a higher MCS level and allowing
more concurrent transmissions may harm an MS in terms
of its energy consumption. We have proposed two energy-
efficient heuristics with the different allocation strategies. The
key idea is that we determine the better MCSs, paths, and
transmission groups to adjust the use of the frame space and
thus to satisfy more MSs’ demands while reduce their energy
consumption. Simulation results have verified the effectiveness

of our heuristics, where our heuristics can save more energy
of MSs while increasing their satisfaction ratios, as compared
with the existing schemes.
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